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Ahstmct 

Time domain analysis of interaction of not fully 
relativistic multi-bunch beams with the accelerating and the 
higher order modes of a cavity is presented. This fundamental 
problem in the design of RF guns or FEL and Collider 
iujector cavities is studied by a simple model that couples 
Newton and Maxwell equations, taking into account also 
space charge, RF focusing, beam loading and build-up effects 
of higher order modes under beam-tube cutoff frequency. It 
uses a current density description of the beam and a slowly 
varying envelope approximation (SVEA) for the time 
evolution of the modes amplitude. A fast running code 
(IIOMDYN), based on this model has been developed: 
examples of application are illustrated. 

1. WTRODIJCTION 

The mathematical model of the interaction of high charge, 
not fully relativistic bunch trains with accelerating structures , 
that we arc going to illustrate, has already been introduced [l]. 

With respect to the former work we have added the field 
excitation term due to a localized antenna in order to study 
propagation effects inside the cavity during the filling and rc- 
filling from bunch to bunch passage. Moreover the code has 
beet1 tcstcd in comparison with the results given by the 
reference PIC code ITACA [Z], 

The code I-IOMDYN now allows to follow the evolution 
of both the longitudinal and transverse dimensions of each 
bunch in a train and the energy spread of each bunch and of the 
whole train, taking into account space charge fields and the 
interaction with the fundamental and higher order modes of the 
accelerating structure. We recall that the model uses a current 
density description of the beam and supposes the envelope of 
the cavity modes to be varying slowly with respect to their 
period. ‘l-his approximation leads to only first order equations 
for the field amplitude, thus reducing the numerical computing 
time. Motion and field equations are coupled together through 
the driving current term. 

The present version deals only with TM monopolc modes: 
an extension to dipole modes is under development. 

This code can be advantageously applied to the treatment 
of RF guns and capture sections where the beam is not fully 
relativistic. 

2. ‘I-HE FXLD EQIJATIONS 

Expressing the longitudinal component of the electric field 
on the cavity axis 131 

EAz,t) = En A,(t) k(z) sin(m,t + $,(t)) 

= Cn( a,(t) in(z) eiont + a:(t) ;:(z) cant ) 
as a sum of normal orthogonal modes $,(z)=&(z)/i where 
bn(z)=Gn(r=O,z), the equation for the electric field complex 
amplitude an(t)=(AnlZ)ei$n driven by a beam current 
distribution J(z,t) in the cavity is : 

where we neglect the second order derivative according to the 
SVEA approximation hypotheses. The last term accounts for 
a feeding sinusoidal current representing a RF generator at a 
specific location Zg on the cavity axis which drives all the 
resonant modes with an incident amplitude lallg,phase Wn, 
detuning shift Rl,[,= (01 - (I),,) and coupling proportional to 
the ratio of any form factor &,(z,& to the fund‘amental (n=I) 
form factor 21(Zg) on the coupler position: 

i r. 
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rqz,) =- 

2Q, ai * I I 
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c 1(x& 

The beam current density term GUI be written as follows: 

dLh h dz, 
dt - e,,(zJ x + 

ap, dt 
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Figure 1. Field seen by two bunches propagating in the 

cavity. Immediately after the shock excitation has been turned 
off (+++ line) and after 130 nsec (solid line). 

where the indexes b,h,t refer to bunch barycenter, head and tail 
position respectively. 

The evolution of me field amplitude during the bunch to 
bunch interval is given by the analytical solution of the 
equation driven by the generator only, which connects 
successive numerical integrations applied during any bunch 
transit. 

Taking into account the superposition of the resonant 
normal modes it is possible to simulate the transient behavior 
of a RF pulse which propagates from the generator location 
through a multi-cell cavity, before reaching a steady state 
corresponding to a standing wave pattern. An example of a 
shock excitation of a cavity (TESLA design) and the 
consequent pulse propagation towards the last cell is shown in 
figure 1 while the filling delay of the last cell during a 
continues filling from the fist cell is shown in figure 2. One 
can notice in the second case that the time delay is At=1 10 ns 
corresponding to a wave front traveling time in the cavity 
with the group velocity of the middle pass band mode (n/2), 
see ref. [3]. 

3. THE BEAM EQUATlONS 

The basic approximation in the description of beam 
dynamics lays in the assumption that each bunch is 
represented as a uniform charged cylinder, whose length and 
radius can vary under a self-similar time evolution, i.e. 
keeping anyway uniform the charge distribution inside the 
bunch. The present choice of a uniform distribution is dictated 
just by sake of simplicity in the calculation of space charge 
and IlOM contributions to the beam dynamics. The 
longitudinal space charge field at a distance d from the bunch 
tail, SW figure 6, is given by [S]: 

E;(d)= ’ 
2xq,R? 

~t(L-d)~ + R2 -t 

+y&2d-Lb~) 

Figure 2. Peak field in cell n. 1 and n.9 versus time 

A further improvement of the model to include gaussian 
distributed bunches is under way. According to this 
assumption, and to the general hypothesis that the space 
charge and HOM effects on beam dynamics are perturbative, 
we can write, under a paraxial approximation, the equations 
for the longitudinal motion of the bunch barycenter: 

d-Q @b 
dt= b’: P -= dt +E&.t) 

mCyb 

The evolution of the bunch radius R is described according 
to the envelope equation [6], including RF-focusing (first 
term), space charge effects (second), thermal cmittance (third), 
damping due to acceleration (fourth) and solenoidal lens (fifth), 
transformed into the time-domain: 

dk e i&@,z,t) 3E&O,z,t) -=.--- C + 
dt2 2ybm oc JZ +pb & 

I 

+ 21c2 + (e,C)2 2db,dR 
- -f$,YbzTif-- 

I$$‘:R Y:R3 I 
2 

R 

where I is the p& current, 1~ is the Alfven current (17 

kA), En the rms normalized beam emittance and the RF 
focusing force Frf=e[F,(r,z,t)-pcBu(r,z,t)] has been expressed 
through the linear expansion off-axis of the E,(o,z,t) field. 

The energy spread inside the bunch is derived by specifying 
the energy associated with a slice located at a position zd and 
adding to the fist order component coming from fundamental 
and HOM modes, the space charge effects: 

-$ =&B,&,(w) + E~W] 
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Figure 3. Bunch Energy and Energy spread 
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Figure 5. Bunch Radius 

The bunch lengthening is simply given by the head-tail 
velocity difference: 

g=+,- PJ 
To test the validity of our model we have considered the 

case of a 500 MHz cell resonator, computing the mode 
frequencies and field distributions by SUPERFISH code. The 
results obtained by IIOMDYN (solid lines in the figures) are 
compared with the PIC code ITACA (+++ lines) for a single 
bunch passage, see figures 3-5. Multi-bunch computations are 
reported in reference [l]. The simulation parameters are the 
following: accelerating field 6.5 MV/m, bunch starting energy 
500 KeV with no energy spread, bunch charge 10 nC, initial 
hunch length 20 mm and radius 12 mm. Notice that in the 
figures the cavity shape is also indicated. In figure 6 the 
longitudinal space charge field intensity is plotted along the 
bunch length for different value of the aspect ratio A=R/L 
with I.=20 mm; one can notice that for A<1 the space charge 
effect becomes non linear far from the bunch barycentcr. 
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Figure 4. Bunch Length 
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Figure 6. Longitudinal Space Charge Field in the bunch 
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